
Introducing the BULLET Dual-light Outdoor Camera, a comprehensive 

surveillance solution designed to enhance outdoor security for small 

o�ices. With its comprehensive feature set, this advanced outdoor 

camera guarantees enhanced security and reliability for businesses 

across diverse settings, including boutiques, stores, o�ces, parking lots, 

garages, or any other commercial establishments.

With an impressive 5-megapixel resolution, this camera ensures sharp 

images, providing an exceptional level of details for comprehensive 

monitoring. Equipped with advanced IR and full colour white light 

vision features, the BULLET Camera guarantees exceptional visibility, 

day or night, enhancing surveillance e�ciency. Boasting an IP67 

weatherproof rating, it withstands the harshest outdoor conditions, 

ensuring reliable performance in any environment. Featuring a built-

in microphone, Power over Ethernet (POE) support, and sophisticated 

human and vehicle detection, the BULLET Camera o�ers unparalleled 

convenience and security.  

Seamlessly managed through the intuitive VISION BY STRONG mobile 

application, users can e�ortlessly control and access camera streams 

from anywhere, anytime. With support for NVR and Cloud recording, 

coupled with versatile ceiling or wall mounting options, it provides a 

comprehensive surveillance solution tailored to meet diverse security 

needs.  Elevate your outdoor surveillance system with the BULLET 

Camera where cutting-edge technology meets reliability.

Enhance your business security with our Dual-light 

Outdoor IP Camera and its user-friendly app!

Easy to use with the app

	� Take control of your security system  

anywhere with Vision by STRONG  

intuitive app. Arm/disarm your camera, 

view live streams, and playback footage 

from the palm of your hand.

	� NVR recording: The monitor will show  

the live view of the camera after the 

devices are correctly deployed.

	� Cloud recording: Record and store 

videos in the cloud.

Intelligent & E�icient

	� Motion & Human Detection:  

Stay informed of human activity on your 

premises, reducing false alarms and  

enhancing security.

	� Vehicle Detection: Keep track of vehicle 

movements with precise detection 

 capabilities, perfect for parking lots  

and garages.

	� Built-in MIC: Enable audio recording 

for comprehensive surveillance coverage.

Clear Image

	� 5MP Resolution: Sharp visuals with  

remarkable 5MP resolution, capturing 

every detail with accuracy.

	� IR Night Vision: Ensure clear visibility  

in both low-light and complete darkness 

conditions.

	� Dual-Light Vision:  Experience full-color 

video recording day and night with  

dual-light vision technology,  

guaranteeing vivid, color images even  

at night.

DUAL-LIGHT IP CAMERA
BULLET-DL4AP-5MP-UK
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EAN: 9120072377389 
PCB : 10 pcs

www.strong-eu.com

Package Content 
1x IP camera

1x Positioning sticker

3x Installation screws

3x Dowels

1x Waterproof kit

1x Quick Guide, warranty and safety instructions

Technical Specifications 
Model :  BULLET-DL4AP-5MP-UK

Resolution :  5MP

Aperture:  F1.6

Focal length:  4mm / 6mm (optional)

Audio:  Built-in MIC

Night vision:  Dual-light Vision

Certi�cate:  CE, EAC, RoHS

Material:  PC

Ethernet:  1*10/100Mbps (RJ45, POE)

Smart Alarm:   Human & Vehicle Detection / Motion 
Detection / Area Detection / Line Crossing

Other speci�cations 
Language:  English 

ONVIF:  Pro�le S

Protocol:   TCP / IP, DHCP, HTTP, HTTPS, 
NTP, DNS, RTP, RTSP, P2P

APP:  Vision by STRONG

General Speci�cations : 
Power :  DC 12  1A or POE 48V  0.35A  

Power consumption:  ≤7W

Dimension:  203 x 83 x 82 mm

Net Weight:  320g et 0.70 lb

IP grade:  IP67 Outdoor

Installation:  Wall Mounting / Ceiling

Environment
Working humidity:  <90% (non-condensing)

Working temperature:  -30°~60°C

STRONG shall not be responsible in any manner relating to the logos, brands  and/or trademarks displayed herein which are not registered by STRONG. Speci�cations and pictures are subject to change without notice.  Data throughput, distance, 
signal range, and coverage area per m² are used only for reference and based on performance test results under normal use case conditions. Actual performances are not guaranteed and may vary due to di�erences in operating environments, 
distance and positioning of the products, mix of products used, building materials, wireless and electrical interferences and other adverse conditions. Intended for outdoor use only in the UK, EU member states and EFTA states. 
© STRONG 2024. All rights reserved.
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